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The Kimberley   

. . . . a path less travelled 
 
I am bobbing along in shark infested sparkling waters on the expedition cruise 

ship Orion – a 100 metre ocean going mega-yacht. I’m sailing with Andrew and 

ninety fellow adventurers 

along the remote, rugged 

Kimberley coast of Western 

Australia for eleven days. 

We go ashore in zodiacs to 

view wildlife and explore 

some of the most pristine 

parts of the planet. At times 

we get wet. But what the 

hell? It’s part of the fun!  
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Today is the only full afternoon without expedition activities ashore. The sun is relentless and 
I’m still wearing the sun block from this morning’s zodiac ride to a deserted sandy beach on 
Bigge Island in the Bonaparte Archipelago. I feel a great sense of freedom jumping off into the 
water and wandering up the beach into caves to view aboriginal rock art of the mythical 
Wandjina spirits.  
 
A  refreshing glass of chilled rosé and a simple fresh prawns stir fry under an umbrella on the 
aft deck, has done me in. Over the lazy lunch, retired and commonsensical vigneron Eunice 
has been telling her husband of fifty years to eat his greens or he’ll get sores, as well as 
bemoaning the small portions in the dégustation menu at dinner each evening preferring good 
old home-cooked pasties and peas! So I really fix her eating sensibilities and cajole poor 
husband Royce into joining me in a slice of sinful chocolate cake and raspberries for dessert.  
 
On my way to the cabin I plop sated at 
the table of Andrew and the two girls 
from Brisbane, Jude and Sophie,  and 
exchange more stories over yet another 
glass of the rosé. In discussing the cruise 
experience thus far, we realise how 
difficult it is to find words to capture 
the power of the rugged landscape and 
its ancient stories, and contrast that with 
the luxurious life onboard the Orion. 
What an incongruous mix! It’s not 
exciting in that exotic way of different 
cultures but the landscape is absolutely 
surreal. 
 
For me, what better way to survive all this indolence than a long shower, a soothing rub with 
the Escada relaxing rich body lotion, and collapse under the sheets for the remainder of the 
afternoon with a book I’ve been trying to finish all week. I’ve yet to turn on the flash flat-
screen television set in the cabin. We’ve been so busy! 
 
I sense movement, and we’ve obviously upped anchor while I’ve dozed. Drat! It’s already four 
thirty. Trivia and Afternoon Tea are due to start in the cockpit lounge. Can I even look at 
another plate of sandwiches with scones and cream?  Probably no, but you know I will. 
Andrew and I are playing trivia each afternoon and have won the bottle of champagne three 
afternoons out of the last four. Our team expands by the day and now more than half the ship 
is turning up to play. There’s a real dynamic tension. Battle lines are drawn. One group who 
deeply resent our ‘superior intelligence’, (amongst other things) will be there in numbers 
today. They look on our happy little crew like frogs in a pond. It’s highly competitive, and 
becomes rather verbal and raucous with shouts, jeers and cheers, but it also has its moments. 
The Trivia Master gets the game underway with his first question. “What material is generally 
used today to make semi conductor chips?” After a slight pause, Narelle from Darwin sprouts 
forth in a loud whisper to her fellow players “Potatoes!” And the tension evaporates for a 
moment. 
 

There’s more hard-earned ‘money’ than old ‘money’ amongst 
the mostly Australian fellow passengers – sheep farmers, fruit-
growers, hoteliers, winemakers and homemakers. The 
professions are well represented too. There are older and 
incredibly happy ‘married’ couples ready for adventure, older 
‘partnered’ couples, and a sprinkling of ‘merry widows’. 
Then there’s ‘we singles’ travelling together, who are always 
grist for any mill after a few glasses of chardonnay. It’s good 
to meet other Baby Boomers who are comfortable in their 

own skins; share the same interests and music; and who also 
have bung knees and a similar range of other ailments. It’s a generational 

thing. 
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The geologic history of the Kimberley has been turbulent, from volcanic eruptions to 
major extinction events and ice ages. It was a separate land mass lying to the north of Australia 
1.9 billion years ago. A collision occurred and it crashed into the Australian continent causing 
a major upheaval to the earth’s crust. Huge amounts of magma was produced and shaken up 

by volcano movement. Further 
buckling and folding took place 
after more major earth 
movements a billion years later. 
This geological upheaval and 
tropical weathering has left us 
with an amazingly colourful and 
complex coastline and reefs of 
reds, oranges and blacks lapped 
by azure waters teeming with sea 
creatures and bird life.  
 
The laterite surfaces of the 
Kimberley contain aluminium-
rich bauxite deposits. And pipes 
of diamonds pushed up through 
vents in the earth by volcanic 
eruptions add to the mineral 

riches. Chinese and Indian companies are fast gaining a foothold securing ownership of large 
tracts of these valuable Australian mineral resources. The Kimberley is about the same size as 
Germany. Our exploration is confined to the largely uninhabited areas along the coast. 
 
After embarking in Darwin in the Northern Territory and seeing the ninety fellow-
intrepids for the first time, (and noting not too many fashion statements amongst the lot of ‘em 
– except us of course), Andrew and I ask. “What are we in for?” Along come grandmas Joan 
and Bonnie and the fun starts. On settling in to her cabin, card-playing enthusiast Joan sees on 
her beside telephone that you dial 500 for Bridge, but is rather shocked when she phones to 
arrange a game and the captain answers! 
 
We sail off into the sunset and into the Timor Sea, across the notoriously rough Joseph 
Bonaparte Gulf with just a little rocking and a 
few rolls through the night. European 
explorers have charted the coast line, and 
Macassan fishermen from what we now know 
as Indonesia have been here fishing for sea 
cucumbers years before that.  
 
Aboriginals are thought to have populated the 
land 60,000 years ago, and they represent 
about forty five percent of the population 
today. We see none of these traditional land 
owners on this expedition cruise. We don’t 
hear their stories, and so miss a golden 
opportunity for a deeper involvement in this 
land of theirs. Darren, the ex-park ranger in 
the expedition team comes closest to 
providing some insight.  
 
 
The first port of call in Western Australia is at Jar Island in Vansittart Bay to go ashore 
and see the ancient Gwion Gwion Bradshaw Art. Access to galleries of the best examples 
requires climbing and somewhat more flexibility than my bung knee will allow. So I elect to 
take off on a fishing expedition with Travis, the young fishing expert from Queensland, in his 
custom built fishing boat. I have one hand on hat and the other on the rail holding on for dear 
life, as Trav opens his throttles and we skim and bounce across the sea with bones rattling to 
Waratah Shoals. This is where grandma Joan enters ‘centre stage’. What a character and what a 
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great fisherman is this Joan woman! “Kath and Kim”, you have a new star in this talented and 
amusing lady.  

 
Travis baits the hooks with fresh pilchards and shows us 
how to use the rod and away we go. Joan’s elected to use a 
line and reel and lands four sharks before I get even a 
nibble! The bronze whalers are beautiful and the black 
tipped reef sharks are mean-looking critters. I sit there 
feeding the fish – one throw after another. Then I land my 
first out of four Trevally. By now, the others are baiting 
their own hooks but this fancy pants of a Michael sits back 
and lets grandma Joan do the smelly work (in between her 
landing a total of sixteen fish and sharks for herself!). I 
forgot to bring my nailbrush on the cruise. A good 

enough, wimpy excuse, you might say?  
 
I’m ready for my first real day of the expedition. Over a plate of pineapple and melon on 
deck, I see a coastline of iconic Kimberley red sandstone cliffs with a magnificent outcropping 
at the entrance of the river proper.  The sea is a glorious pale green. Finally. “Good morning 
ladies and gentlemen. Grab your zodiac life vests and make your way to the Marina deck. 
Don’t forget your sun screen and insect repellent and broad-brimmed hat. Bring water from 
your fridge.  Make sure you keep your hands well inside the zodiacs at all times as there are 
sharks in the sea and crocodiles in the rivers and creeks”. 
 

This is exciting. “How are they going to get some 
passengers a little older and frailer than I on to the 
zodiac without feeding the sharks?”  A few basic rules 
are established and with the help of a smiling Filipino 
crew, all get on safely and quickly, and we zoom 
away across the sea towards the river mouth. 

 
As we head up the river in zodiac convoy, our first wildlife sightseeing is 
an osprey. We are lucky enough to see mother osprey coming and going 
to the nest with food for her young, and soon after a chick takes off in 
unsteady flight.  No binoculars, so no personal description from me. 
(This is going to be the story for most of the wildlife experiences on this 
whole expedition cruise. I can’t get excited about birds flying across the 
sky that look just like birds!) Up Porosus Creek (one of the main 
tributaries of the Hunter) . . . while baking in sun beating down pitilessly 
on my back  . . . and hearing more than I ever need to know about each 
of the seventeen species of mangrove from expedition leader Tony . . . I 
see a baby saltwater crocodile – right next to me. The other zodiacs race 
over (and frighten him away of course), but not before I get my picture. 
 
An old hand in the zodiac now, I have no trouble sliding over the side and into the shallows in 
my new reef shoes – one million miles from reality. The Orion is out there bobbing majestically 
in the sea and there are eight of us perched on a rock (with box lunches) waiting for a 
helicopter to land on the deserted beach. Strapped in, and without doors, we take off and head 
up the river over some of the most remote and inaccessible country in Australia.  

 
The Mitchell River drains into 
Admiralty Gulf, carving gorges and 
waterfalls into the underlying 
sandstone. Pandanus palms and 
paperbarks line the watercourses. I 
see none of the reputed 220 bird 
species, and thankfully, none of the 86 
kinds of reptiles including the death 
adder, king brown and taipan.   
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We land at the falls and make our way to the waterhole for a swim but decide to shelter under 
a tree and eat our box lunch instead. Surely all days can’t be as full on as this! I revel in 
spectacular picture opportunities out of the helicopter on our way back to the beach.  The tide 
is running out. The mangroves at the foot of the red cliffs rise out of the mud like patchwork. 
And the sandy discolouration in the aqua waters of the Hunter River and Porosus Creek create 
a tableau of nature. 
 
Next morning, we sail in to Kuri Bay, home of the famous Paspaley pearl farming 
operation. Sharks swim leisurely through the crystal clear, pristine waters around the aft deck 
while we are having breakfast. Once again, red, orange, black and brown 

cliffs and pale green seas envelop us. Ospreys are circling. This is 
the perfect habitat for the nurturing and growth of Australian 
South Sea pearls, internationally regarded for their size and lustre. 
On a visit to a 
working pearl farm, 
we see the pearl 
extracted, and get 
to taste the ear-
shaped pearl meat 

about the size of a scallop - a 
delicacy that sells to the Japanese for more 

then US$350 a kilo. It tastes a cross between 
abalone and calamari and a shaving is delicious 
with a squeeze of lemon juice. 
 
We don’t hear too much of Captain Sven. He 
appeared for the Captain’s Welcome Cocktail 
Party and to host dinner early in the piece. He stands at the end of the bar 
during the expedition de-briefings by the Australian team each evening, but otherwise does 
not appear to be very sociable. He is a young German, who supervised the building of the 
ship, which was launched only two years ago. He’s has already taken it up the Amazon further 
than any other ocean going vessel has gone, and down to Antarctica. A tour of the bridge 
shows amazing technological advances that obviously give this vessel its unique flexibility. We 
enter small bays and anchor very close to the shore so easily. 
 
“This is your captain speaking. We will be entering Talbot Bay in the Buccaneer 
Archipelago on the height of the tide right on 11.20am. While you are away on the zodiacs, 
Orion will need to reposition to beat the fast dropping tide but your zodiacs will chase the ship 
and get you back safely on board before we set sail this evening”. 
 
It’s bloody hot as we load into the zodiacs, but there’s a buzz of excitement. We need to get 
through the gaps as soon as the tide is turning if we are to witness the spectacle. It’s all in the 
timing. New meaning to the old adage “time and tide . . . “. The spectacle of the horizontal 
waterfall is caused by the rapid tidal fall on the ocean-side of two narrow openings in the 

sandstone ridgelines. Water on the inland sides of 
the gaps backs up and can’t escape fast enough. So 
a “horizontal waterfall” is created by the cascades. 
Water levels can differ up to twelve metres on 
either side of the gaps. 
Only Canada and 
France have higher 
tides. 
 
“We’re going 
through! Hold on to 
the ropes and lean 
towards the centre of 
the zodiac”, the 

boatman shouts at us. I am sitting in the bow, camera at the 
ready.  I feel as if I’m swimming along a wide pipe emptying 
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from a large swimming pool, with gushing water frothing and swirling as it forces itself 
through into a whirlpool. The horizontal waterfall phenomena could be likened to white water 
rafting, only we are going against the flow. (And I have to try and get my pictures without 
spray on the lens or losing my new camera. Don’t I?) Our zodiac makes it through the first of 
the gaps with only half a horsepower between moving forward or being pushed back (or 
dumped!). But by the time we reach the second, smaller gap, the receding tide is flowing just 
too quickly, and any attempt is abandoned by the expedition leader.  
 
Further on up Talbot Creek, like much of the Buccaneer Archipelago, the effects of intense 
buckling and folding a billion years ago are clearly evident. Some of the sandstone cliffs 
exhibit rock that has ben tilted to nearly vertical, and the bright oranges and reds are even 
more spectacular in the afternoon sun. As the sun drops, we zoom along past more pearl farms 
and eventually catch up with the ship. Drinks on the front deck as we sail into a glorious 
sunset have never been so romantic. 
 
Why do Australians flock to Broome on holidays, and like it? Others move here, and 

love it! Some of my fellow passengers took the 
famous camel ride along Cable Beach at sunset, 
with a full moon rising, and loved it. Maybe it’s I? 
The hot air balloon trip sounded exciting enough 
but it was cancelled for some reason. The 
corrugated iron court house, which was originally 
built as the Cable Station for the cable line to Java 
one hundred years ago, was of interest with its 
beautiful wrought iron railings and steps, and 
interiors of teak brought from Singapore. Andrew 
and I joined the girls and mother Jacqueline in 
their rented car and stopped by at the large 
Japanese cemetery on our way into town for the 
morning markets around the court house. Both the 

Japanese and Chinese cemeteries reflect the history of the people who started Broome’s 
pearling industry over a hundred years ago. It’s a pity that so many of the headstones have 
been vandalised. I guess racism is alive and well in this red dirt, frontier town. I’ll have to go 
back and read Tim Winton’s ‘Dirt Music’ once again.  
 
We wander through the pearl shops – such style for what is basically a 
couple of streets of Chinatown with mud-caked four wheel drives parked 
down the centre of the street. I spot Travis, the young fishing expert on 
board, in one of the pearl stores. He is buying a pearl for his mother for 
Mother’s Day, and one for himself. He convinces me that such a white 
‘man-pearl’ on a black leather thong is just ‘so cool’. There’s another buzz 
around the boat as I appear, resplendent in my fifteen 

centimetres lustrous purchase for the 
Mother’s Day Gourmet Dinner. Andrew and I chose this 
evening to host ten of our new friends for dinner at the 
Captain’s table (minus the captain of course). The three 
bottles of champagne from our three wins at Trivia soon 
loosen lips and inhibitions and we party-on, playing 
musical chairs and telling tales, quite oblivious to the 
remaining eighty people in the room.  
 

More dramatic 
coast line of 
orange and red 

cliffs and bluffs 
rising out of the sea this morning as 
we sail over underwater reefs on the 
high tide sailing towards Raft Point. 
The colours brighten as the sun rises 
higher in the sky and we go ashore for a 
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wet landing on the beach. We climb up to a saddle of rock that forms an outdoor Aboriginal 
art gallery. The rock art represents an account of the mythical Wandjinas on a ‘Great Fish 
Chase’. The local Kimberley aborigines believe that Wandjinas originated during the mythical 
“Dreamtime” and wandered the earth creating streams and rivers, mountains and gorges, and 
retired to the earth leaving these imprints in the rocks. There’s an absence of a mouth in all the 
paintings as these are spiritual figures who communicate through other means. The Wandjinas 
figure was featured in the Opening Ceremony at the Sydney Olympics. This has rekindled a 
pride and interest by the local aborigines to ‘refresh’ these colourful and detailed rock 
paintings. 
 
A little tandoori fish from the BBQ makes for a light lunch before a snooze 
and our second zodiac excursion of the day out to Montgomery Reef. We 
sailed right over the top of it this morning on the high tide, but as the tide 
falls the reef rises metres out of the sea with fishes jumping into the 
mouths of waiting sharks and hovering sea birds. Turtles are also there in 
their number waiting to dine on whatever else gets washed out of the 
living reef that takes their fancy. 
 
“Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. The reef is completely covered but the tide is starting 

to fall. Make your way to the zodiacs and we’ll get you 
out there in time to see it rising out of the water”. What 
a disappointment. The reef does rise (or the waters over 
it recede making a series of little waterfalls for miles), 
but it is an uninterestingly black mass in an otherwise 
green sea. I see no birds, and certainly no sharks 
dancing waiting to snap up the hapless little fishes 
being washed out of the reef. As the sun recedes and 
the light fades, we see a mirage rise out of the sea  - a 
brown sand bank with blue beach umbrella and four 
Orion crew carrying flutes of rum punch on trays. 
Cheers! 

 
I hanker for a sleep-in this morning but on opening the curtain a tad I see the horizon 
colouring pink and the sky brightening to a pale blue. Another beautifully sunny day 
dawning. “You’re coming to the end of the cruise, Michael. You can be a little precious and 
sleep-in tomorrow if you wish”. I tell myself. I’ll be relieved that I don’t have to slip slap slop 
all over my body with the sun screen any more.  
 
Today our expedition takes us up the mighty King George River to the twin falls – 
the highest single drop falls in the whole of the Kimberley. I’m taking the ship’s tender this 
time while the more lithe Andrew is escorting the invincible Grandma Joan to make the almost 
perpendicular climb to the top of the falls. Other ladies in the expedition also “sprout-on” 
endlessly for days on how wonderful it is to have Andrew push them up these slopes by their 
bottoms! My knee just wouldn’t take it on the descent over rocks and uneven surfaces. There’s 
been an exceptional Wet Season and the falls are flowing at their best for years.  
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Despite the careful planning for who will 
travel in our tender on this our final 
expedition of the cruise, our little group ends 
up with two ring-ins - ‘Onslow and Daisy’. 
Daisy is as sweet as Mrs Bouquet’s sister of 
ample proportions in the television series 
“Keeping Up Appearances”, but Onslow is as 
oafish. He monopolises the best position on 
one side of the tender with his tummy spilling 
out over his faded navy footy shorts, and 
terrible toenails. His head is buried in his book 
and he just sit there taking up space. His 
vulgarity stops short of the traditional 
Onslow’s burping. 
  
It’s choppy today and after an initial 
drenching zooming through the waves at 
thirty knots, we make it across into the river 
and into the first of the spectacular red gorges 
this river has gouged from the earth over the 
millennia. A rope is caught in the propeller 
and the zodiac boatman has to cut it free first 
without being taken by a crocodile, but we’re 
soon on our way marvelling at the colours and 
textures of the gorges changing with the light. 
The reds, pinks and oranges within the 
sandstones, together with the weathering and 
erosion patterns give a continual changing 
wallpaper of passing scenery. I try to lean over 
the motionless lump of Onslow with head still 
in his book, but still miss my picture 
opportunity. I hope his swollen ankles cause 
him gross discomfort!  
 
The tender takes us right up to the bottom of 

the falls and we’re enveloped and cooled by a mist of swirling spray. It has a gentle and 
genuine sound of true ‘schweppervescence’. The more intrepid of our travellers are peering 
down on us like little stick figures  eighty metres atop the falls but we 
vote our experience in the ship’s tender sufficiently exhilarating, and 
head home for a well earned ‘cuppa’ on board. Like magic, our wish is 
the ship’s command and there around the next bend we are stopped 
by an Orion zodiac – dispensing chilled champagne in plastic flutes. At 
the mention of drink, Onslow utters his only word of the expedition 
“Beauty!” 
 
Barely moving through the sea on this final morning, but rolling 
in a three metre swell, we have to think about packing. Only a day 
away from Darwin but it could well be another million years. My 
pelvic raises and push-ups on the cabin floor 

are now double the number when I came on board. My 
lower back muscles seem to be getting firmer but I 
think there’ll need to be another upheaval in the earth’s 
crust before I see any of the desired upward 
realignments on my sagging breasts or any reduction 
in my waistline.  
 
On this one free day at sea, I want to get on with my 
story notes.  The suites and other appointments on 
the ship are top class, as are the mainly Filipino 

crew. The Hotel Manager, Tracey, hails from Zimbabwe 
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originally and has the whole operation humming like a top. We’ve been enjoying a four 
courses dégustation menu created by Serge Dansereau of the celebrated Bathers’ Pavilion 
restaurant on Balmoral Beach in Sydney in the dining room each evening, but on many nights, 

we’ve been happy to relax with the simpler BBQ on the aft deck under the stars. We never 
wore a jacket even once.  
 
After dinner. A reprise! Hal, the 
American, Louis Armstrong-style 
entertainer plays a final request for 
Jacqueline, a cultured contemporary 
from Connie’s era. “One for the money, 
two for the show, three to get ready, and 
go man go, but don’t you, step on my blue 
suede shoes”. Andrew exhausts her 
jitterbugging around the aft deck but 
the slightly inebriated baby-boomers 
won’t be outshone. A conga line 
quickly forms and is soon snaking through the tables on deck collecting all in their wake to the 
tune of La Bomba, while the full moon dances on the sea. The party’s over! 
 
On arriving back in Darwin, so enthused with our visit to this remote corner of the world, 
Andrew and I go shopping for a small memento of the trip.  He is 

looking for some Arnhem Land 
aboriginal art and I rather like 
the more colourful Papunya Tula 
artists. We hit pay dirt (well the 
gallery owners hit pay dirt 
anyway). Here’s a picture of the 
wonderful Walangkura 
Napanangka piece that I’ll soon 
have occupying a whole wall of 
my dining room. 
 
 
 
 
Michael Musgrave 26th May 2006 


